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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing is a new technology for future computing platforms and it is to provide easier access to remote computational 

resources. An essential requirement in cloud computing environment is scheduling the current jobs to be executed with the given 

constraints. The scheduler should order the jobs in a way where balance between improving the quality of services and at the 

same time maintaining the efficiency and fairness among the jobs. Thus, evaluating the performance of scheduling algorithms is 

crucial towards realizing large-scale distributed systems. The goal of cloud task scheduling is to achieve high system throughput 

and to allocate various computing resources to applications. In this paper a novel agent based scheduling mechanism is used in 

real time task. On the basis of bidirectional announcement bidding mechanism, an agent based dynamic scheduling algorithm is 

proposed. Bidirectional announcement bidding mechanism consist of three phases that is basic matching phase, forward 

announcement bidding phase and backward announcement bidding phase. Based on this a tree is formed using binary search tree 

algorithm. The result shows an agent based scheduling algorithm can effectively solve the real time tasks scheduling problems in 

virtualized clouds. 

 

KEYWORDS:  cloud computing, agent-based scheduling, bidirectional announcement bidding mechanism, virtualized 

clouds, binary tree. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 Cloud computing is a technology that deals internet and central remote servers which is to develop data and 
applications in it. Cloud computing not only allows consumers but it also for businesses to furnish all the 
applications without installation. It may not having the require installation but it needs the help of internet 
access. This is one of the most prominent computing by centralizing the data storage and processing. In simple it 
is a type of computing which deals on sharing computing resources. Virtualization is the creation of a virtual 
version which can be an operating system, a server, a storage device or network resources. Mainly virtualization 
is to use software which supports hardware to run multiple operating systems. Also at the same time it runs 
simultaneously. It is a centralized administration of the task for increasing, scalability even if there is increase in 
work load. 'Cloud' is an elastic execution environment of resources involving multiple stakeholders and 
providing a metered service at multiple granularities for a specified level of quality of service. Agent based 
scheduling is not only concentrated in some applications. This agent based scheduling is a technology which 
succeeds in an efficient scheduling process. This deals with the allocation in distributed systems. To get the 
maximum benefit from cloud computing, developers must design mechanisms which optimize the use of 
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architectural and deployment paradigms. The role of Virtual Machine’s (VMs) has issued as an important 
problem because, through virtualization technology, it makes cloud computing infrastructures to be scalable. 
Hence developing on optimal scheduling of virtual machines is an important issue. The cloud computing 
architecture consists of three layer, for the software which require on demand services over Internet. Figure 1 
shows different layers of cloud architecture. 
1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This layer supports hardware components (like server and storage) and 
software as services. 
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS):  The users of this layer are cloud application developers and the major benefits 
to cloud application developer are Automatic scaling, load balancing and integration with other services 
(e.g.email services) . 
3. Software as a Service (SaaS): This layer provides the software and provide to the customer through Internet. 
The purchase and maintenance cost of the customer will be reduced. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Cloud computing service. 
 
 The method of providing these services is necessary to devolpe the utilization of data centre resources 
which are operating in most dynamic workload environments. Data centres are the efficient parts of cloud 
computing. Usually hundreds and thousands of virtual servers run at any instance of time, hosting many tasks in 
a single data centre and  the cloud system keeps receiving the batches of task requests at the same time . During 
this context, one has to notice few target servers out many powered on servers, which can fulfil a batch of 
incoming tasks. So Task scheduling is a main issue which affects the performance of cloud service provider. 
Based on agent technique, multiple individual agents are capable of composing a multi-agent system, and these 
agents will interact with each other to accomplish the goal of the system. Meanwhile, interaction technology 
among agents having great importance, and the corresponding rules in the interactions can be developed by 
users, which make agent-based bidding technology flexible enough to meet totally different requirements while 
scheduling. The major contributions are as follows: 
• Here a bidirectional announcement-bidding mechanism is used based on an improved contract net protocol. 
• Bidding based scheduling algorithm in virtualized clouds for independent, real-time tasks. 
• The bidding values are calculated in bidirectional bidding mechanism and by using this mechanism a tree 
will be constructed 
• The task in the root of the tree has the highest priority and it will be treated first.  
 By this bidirectional bidding mechanism the time complexity will be reduced effectively.   
 
I. related work: 
 Up to now, there are so many scheduling strategies have been developed in a wide range of application 
domains. Scheduling algorithms are of two types, static (i.e., off-line) or dynamic (i.e., on-line) [3]. In static 
scheduling algorithms, assignments of tasks and time at which the tasks start to execute are determined by a 
priori. They are generally developed for periodic tasks [2]. where the arrival time of aperiodic tasks is not 
known a priori and with timing requirements, the tasks should be scheduled by dynamic scheduling strategies. 
Specially, there exist many scheduling algorithms that are designed for cloud computing environment. For 
example, Zhang etal. developed a heterogeneity-aware framework that will dynamically adjusts the number of 
machines to strike a balance between energy savings and service delay [4]. He et al. invented the reduction of 
resource consumption by VM consolidation, and employed the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the problem 
[1]. Kong et al. Concentrated on the uncertainties of both the availability of virtualized servers and workloads, 
and utilized the type-I and type-II fuzzy logic systems to predict the resource availability and workloads to 
improve the system’s availability and responsiveness performance [5]. Rodriguez and Buyya suggested a 
resource provisioning and scheduling strategy for real-time workflow on infrastructure as a service cloud, in 
which the particle swarm optimization technique was employed to reduce the overall workflow execution within 
timing constraint [6]. 
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 Malawski et al. gave several static and dynamic scheduling algorithms to increase the guarantee ratio of 
real-time tasks while meeting QoS constraints such as budget and deadline. Besides, they took the variant of 
task’s execution time into account to improve the robustness of their methods [7]. 
 Goiri et al. proposed an energy efficient and multifaceted scheduling policy for modelling and managing a 
virtualized cloud, in which the allocation of VMs is based on the multiple facets to optimize the provider’s profit 
[8]. Graubner et al. proposed an energy-efficient scheduling algorithm that was based on performing live 
migrations of virtual machines to save energy, and the energy costs of live migrations including pre-processing 
and post-processing phases were considered [9]. However, the aforementioned algorithms cannot address the 
large-scale dynamic scheduling problem. It must be noted that in clouds, both tasks and resources are 
dynamically varied. To be specific, most of tasks arrive in an a periodic mode and resources varied with the 
changes of system workload. Thus, the scheduling algorithms that are used to allocate tasks and adjust resources 
are very essential to increase the system’s schedule ability and utilization in dynamic cloud environment. In 
agent-based scheduling, each agent can  represent a physical object such as a machine, a task, and an operator 
[10]. Thus, agent-based scheduling algorithms have the ability to allocate the tasks through negotiation, which 
brings more advantages for dealing with dynamically arrived tasks in distributed systems. The agent-based 
scheduling algorithms can be categorised into two, i.e., threshold-based algorithms and market-based 
algorithms. In threshold-based, scheduling algorithms are developed from the threshold model in insect 
colonies. The price evaluated the adaptive nature inspired task allocation against decentralized multi-agent 
strategies [11]. Campos et al. Invented the dynamic scheduling and division of labours in social insects [12]. 
Generally, the complexity of this kind of algorithms is high. Another category of agent-based scheduling 
algorithms derives from market-based i.e., auction, to decide who realizes these goals, with the bids based on 
the Lange et al. investigated a new approach to modelling well scheduling processes in oil and gas industry 
using the notion of virtual enterprise with intelligent agents and contract net protocol in multi-agent systems 
technologies, which helps in the scheduling of resources across the well life cycle [15]. 
 In this study, a novel bidding-based scheduling method is used based on an improved CNP model to 
address the real-time task scheduling issue in virtualized clouds. The proposed strategy adopts the bidirectional 
announcement-bidding mechanism where the tasks and resources are both announcers and bidders to enhance 
the system’s schedule ability. 
 
IV. Methods And Modules: 
 In this paper a novel bidding based mechanism is used for task scheduling in virtualized clouds. A binary 
search tree is constructed based on the bidding values obtained from bidirectional announcement bidding 
mechanism. Here three agents are used; they are task agent, VM agent and manager agent. They are worked 
based on their own rules and cooperate with each other for finishing the auction process of the Contract net 
protocol. 
 A task agent yields with the arrival of the task and disappears with the finish of the task. The VM agent 
yields when the VM is established and disappears when the VM is destroyed. The manager agent is always 
existent. The VM agent constantly updates its information and releases their information to the manager agent. 
 
III.  System Design: 
 On the design of bidding-based scheduling mechanism, a kind of market-like mechanism- contract net 
protocol (CNP) is used to complete task scheduling in virtualized clouds. In this the CNP model allows agents 
to coordinate and produce desirable system wide behavior. More importantly, a novel 
bidirectionalannouncement-bidding mechanism within the CNP model is used to improve scheduling quality. 
The overall system architecture competitor for the web-like CNP-based job allocation within the concept of 
holonic manufacturing systems and a new algorithm was deployed for scheduling and the assignment of tasks to 
resources based on the ring structure [13].  is individual’s desire and the ability to finish their goals. For 
example, Owliya et al. investigated a ring-like model as a Later, Owliya et al. proposed four agent-based models 
for task allocation in manufacturing shop floor in which two of them employed the CNP. Besides, the main 
position of the agent-based scheduling within the broad area of scheduling mechanism, in which the contract net 
protocol (CNP) is using the market-based mechanisms where groups of individuals employ market-like 
approaches was discussed [14].explained in the following figure. 
 In the bidding based algorithm three phases are used namely basic matching phase, forward announcement 
bidding phase and backward announcement bidding phase. 
 In the matching phase the manager agent matches the task agent with the VM agent and check whether the 
task agent’s requirements are satisfied by any of the VM agent. After that in the Forward announcement bidding 
phase the task agent will select the most suitable VM based on the calculated bidding values, In the Backward 
announcement bidding phase the VM will choose the appropriate task which can be completed by the VM 
within the deadline. The VM select the task based on the tree constructed using the bidding values by binary 
search tree algorithm.The basic interaction of agents are given in figure3. 
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Fig. 2:  System architecture. 
 
A. Basic Matching Phase: 
 In this phase, the VMs that are satisfying the basic requirement of tasks are selected to shrink the VM scope 
and thus reduce the interactions between task agents and VM agents. The process of basic matching is described 
as follows:  
• A new task agent is created when the task arrives. 
• This task agent will send the basic task requirements information to the manager agent including task ID, 
task type, etc. 
• The manager agent receive this task requirement information and then matches task agent with VM agents 
from VM information board in it to choose the VMs that are satisfying the basic requirements posted by task 
agents. 
• The selected VMs’ information will be send to the corresponding task agents by the Manager agent. 
 Thus now the task agent has the information of all the virtual machines which satisfying the basic 
requirement of task agent. In the process of interactions, the VM agent set constantly generates or updates VM 
agents based on the real VM configuration.  
 That is to say, if a new VM is created, then a new VM agent is built; if a VM is cancelled, then the 
corresponding VM agent is removed; if a VM’s performance such as CPU, RAM is varied, the relevant VM 
agent information is updated. Once VMs’ information is changed, the VM agent set forwards it to the manager 
agent on its board. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Block diagram of bidding based scheduling. 
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B. Forward Announcement Bidding Phase: 
 In the forward announcement-bidding phase, the task agents interact with VM agents to select one or 
multiple VMs for a task on condition that the VMs can guarantee the timing constraint. The forward 
announcement-bidding phase is explained below: 
• From the manager agent, the task agent set receives the VMs’ information. 
• Each task agent will create forward announcement information consisting of its arrival time, length, 
deadline, priority, etc, and then it will send it to relevant VM agents. 
• After receiving the tasks’ announcement information, the VM agent will calculate the corresponding 
bidding values based on some rules. 
• The task agents receive the VM agents’ bidding values and it will make forward awarding contracts for the 
VM Agents 
 In forward announcement bidding phase, the bidding values are calculated by the following expression, 
fb ijk  = di– eijk  – fpjk 

 Here the fbijk represents the bidding value in forward bidding, fpjk represents the finish time of the task ti,di 
indicates the deadlines and eijk is the execution time of ti. By using this equation the VM will calculate the 
bidding values in forward announcement phase. 

 
Backward Announcement Bidding Phase: 
 From the forward announcement-bidding phase, there exists a case that, multiple task agents select the same 
VM agent. Then the backward announcement-bidding is needed to realize one-to-one match. In the backward 
announcement bidding phase, VM agents will make the backward announcement to the task agents that having 
the forward awarding contracts with them. If the VM agent is selected by only one task agent, then the task 
agent and VM agent will confirm a contract directly. The detailed process of backward announcement-bidding 
phase is given below: 
• The VM agents will send backward announcement information to the task agents that having forward 
contracts with them. 
• The task agents receive the VM agent’s announcement information and based on some rules it will calculate 
the corresponding bidding values. 
• After calculating the bidding value it will create a binary search tree based on the binary search tree 
algorithm. The task with highest bidding value will be placed in the root. 
• The task in the root will be treated first by the VM and it will form a backward contract with that particular 
task.  
• If a bidirectional contract is formed between a task agent and a VM agent, then the task will be allocated to 
the VM. 
 In backward announcement bidding phase, the bidding value will be calculated by the following expression, 

 bbijk=  

 bbijk used to represent the bidding value of task ti to vjk, where the parameter  indicates the weight of the 
priority represents the count of VM agents ,k indicates the count of hosts, pi represents the priority, fij represents 
the finishing time of the task, and fbijk is the forward announcement bidding value. 
 
C. Binary Search Tree Algorithm: 
 After calculating the bidding values from bidirectional announcement bidding, the following process will 
perform, 
•  A tree will  be constructed based on Binary search tree algorithm for reducing the time complexity 
• Here the highest bidding value is set in the root node and followed by other  leaf nodes 
• The task in the root node is performed first and then root node is replaced by the next leaf node. 
• In this way the process continues scheduling until the user’s task is completed successfully 
By this mechanism the time complexity will be reduced and the task will be allocate to the virtual machine 
efficiently 
 
Result: 
 To allocate the task to the appropriate virtual machine here a bidirectional announcement bidding 
mechanism id used. It consist of three phases. In the first to phases the task will select suitable VMs.Thus by 
using the first two phases the bidding values are calculated by virtual machine agent from the forward 
announcement information created by task agent. Thereby selecting the appropriate virtual machine by the task 
agent to perform the tasks and producing a Forward awarding contract.  
 By receiving the contract in the third phase namely backward announcement bidding phase, the task agent 
will calculate the bidding values. The most priority task will be selected by the VM from the tree constructed 
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using Binary search tree algorithm. Finally the task will allocated to appropriate VM. After the all process the 
time complexity while allocating the task to the VM will takes place. In this paper the time complexity reduction 
can be represented using graphs in the Cloud Sim platform as below. 
 

 
Fig. 4: 
 
Conclusion And Future Work: 
 In this study, a novel bidding based scheduling is proposed for scheduling real time tasks with efficient 
performance. This scheduling is for the purpose of retrieving the results when multiple users participate at the 
same time.Real time tasks are in more number when compared with the other and so scheduling should be 
performed effectively and also reduce the time. The agent present will be bidding by themselves which make 
them to work fast and produce efficient results within the time. This bidding is not only a benefit for the user but 
also for the agents bidding for a particular task. Here a tree construction algorithm is used for reducing time 
complexity. 
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